Voo Doo Makes Attempt to Knife the Tech

A Record of
Continuous News Service For 44 Years

-by-DOE
OF
Voo Doo's Criticism
Refuted by The Tech

in the January, "New Year" number of "The Tech's" student magazine, Voo Doo, appearing anonymously, THE TECH has been accused of looking for a new issue.
In the interest of this issue, THE TECH has been printed. On the next page, a copy of the article is reproduced. "Concerning our 'Official Undergraduates'" will you find, an editorial reflecting the contents of this article: The latest account of the "Official Undergraduates" is also printed on page two.

A I.E.E. Student Convention To Be Held at Institute

Schools of Northeast Section To Send Delegates for Spring Meeting

Stewart J. Ho has been asked to arrange the details for the formation of a Committee for arrangements of the Institute Section of the A. I. E. E., which is to be held at the Institute on the afternoons of April 27 and 28.
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Swimmers Confident of Scuttling B. U.  
Continued from Page 3  
Saturday night and so draw the fall line.

White Woods Ineligible

There will be no 440 yard swims on the final night of the meet. White Woods was submitted for this event. Captain White and Vic are the Technology swimmers for this distance and this race will be two laps and a half. The Technology swimmers for this distance will be.

Captain White and R. S. will be the Technology swimmers for this distance.

Rohrbach is expected to carry the burden in this event. Captain White and Vic are the Technology swimmers for this distance and this race will be two laps and a half. The Technology swimmers for this distance will be.

Rohrbach is expected to carry the burden in this event.

FACULTY RESERVE OFFICERS TO MEET

Major C. H. Balcomb of the M.I.T. Reserve Officers will discuss "Developments of the Machine Gun" at a meeting of the Reserve Officers Corps, held at 3 P.M. on Wednesday, January 16, in the Family Recreation Room. This is the annual meeting at which officers are elected and other business is conducted.

This organization is composed of the Institute professors and instructors who are reserve officers in the U. S. Army and Navy. There are a total of thirty members.

Swimming

Swimming took place on Saturday, January 2, with the race.

The Technology swimmers for this distance will be.

Rohrbach is expected to carry the burden in this event. Captain White and Vic are the Technology swimmers for this distance and this race will be two laps and a half. The Technology swimmers for this distance will be.

Rohrbach is expected to carry the burden in this event.
I of all the copper used in this country. The New Wave Technology magazine, Voo Doo, appearing regularly from time to time, has been subjected to criticism and bur- lonic, the use of a cliche in the form of a copy of the burlesque in the periodical. The object of Concerning our "Under- standing" is to have a series of articles that have been "found." An editorial retelling of these experiences with arguments and accurate statistics running on page two would be printed on two page.

A I.E.E. Student Convention To Be Held At Institute

Schools of Northeast Section To Send Delegates For Spring Meeting

Steward John "76 has asked the directors of the Committee for arrangements for the A. I. E. E. which is to be held at the Institute in May. The convention is to be a one day session and will be held in the northwestern section. It is planned at the meeting send a student pa- per on the subject of the Institute-Dep. Department. He spoke of the new building construction which he had offered a year ago. His idea was that changes should be made in entrance require- ments, and that the student should be taught to pay more attention to the selection of his major. It is (Continued on Page 4)

ALDERY LECTURE TALKS TO SENIORS

The Essentials of Success Are Described at Institute for Technology

Advice in abundance was given to the seniors and graduates students by a number of speakers who were to hold last Friday in 2640. The topic on which Mr. Bassett spoke to the audience was "W. H. Bassett '91 in the Aldred Lecture. "I feel that we are one of the schools at Technology. "I have found that the language of the peo- ple in which one is employed. The

THE ANNUAL ALUMNI DINNER

FIVE HUNDRED ATTEND

Approximately 500 Alumni attended the annual banquet of the Technology Alumni Association last Sunday evening at the Chamber of Com- merce. Colonel Hayden emphasized the need for more dormitories at the Institute. He said it was no use to house the class, the class of 2026, because the dormitories are already full, but that the whole dormitory problem would be settled one year from now.

Other speakers at the banquet were President S. W. Stratton, Dr. W. H. Bassett, T. E. Morgan and Mr. and Miss Blanche O. Berry of the Drug Concerns Association.

Morrow, member of the firm of
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VOO DOO TRIES A PUBLICITY STUNT

T HE Voo Doo appearing tomorrow contains an editorialdistribution statement for this publication, and an attached surfacedate. From the parts of this issue through this volume, we have reproduced what we understand to be the contents of their editorial and their business section. They have striven to show that discrimination has affected the allotment of our news space and partisanship has governed our selection of news stories. The result has been an inordinate and malicious animosity, has been slandering against, and denied just and sufficient notice.

Pointedly, their complaint is only this: an expression of the source
of the editorial explosion. We have since not done, and they have lost their heads in the dunderhead obstinacy they and their organizations they hold. We have attempted to give its men practice in journalism. We have anticipated to keep in the field of fresh

We know them. We have attempted to keep in the field of fresh

of Technology.

Our news and editorial professional products they have to offer.

and DeWolf Hopper.

long and drawn out: or short, plain sentences in Triple S. Perhaps his, not unlike my, is a man of words for the sake of words. It is

the editors ran it in their next issue! Such episodes are trivial, but serve

the table at which he happens to be.

realized what his
touch the point of submerging or mis-stating their desired subject content. (Were we at liberty we could cite concrete examples of this.)

The managers should not use. With characteristic lael; of courtesy the editors ran it in their next issue! Such episodes are trivial, but serve

Scimitar and the Khoras.

and DeWolf Hopper.

characterized its inception as having a function, aside from its

records in the light of manner contemporaries rather than rival. During

The purpose of The Tech is to present the news in a straightforward manner, and to allow the student body to have a say in its

minor example of partisanship, what practically amounted to a recent insult to ourselves. On December 9 a column appeared headed

that the magazine is voicing an ill-

is evident from a comparison of the above with theirs. Activities and athletics have received a total of some 34 columns, compared to the
given to lectures told all. On the front page activities and athletics received 113.00, lectures 41.00. Thus space has for this entire volume of THE TECH been distributed. Contains them to the amounts

been accorded them on a de-

are of little interest to the majority of

for helping some events space--in other parts of the issue.) These items are of little interest to the majority of

erected, shall we be done through the.

In concluding, we wish to present the following suggestions to the Managing Board of THE TECH:

sometimes wonder, with our own minds. Our own minds. We have sometimes wondered, with our minds, whether people should have the chance of living.

To the point of submerging or mis-stating their desired subject content. (Were we at liberty we could cite concrete examples of this.)

and DeWolf Hopper.

and DeWolf Hopper.

and DeWolf Hopper.

we are sometimes thing.

rather than the nature of the student's role one of a student. The Tech

technique of the newspaper of a graduate school. The many and lengthy accounts of over-

from time to time.

ARTICLES
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PUSCHIN BREAKS RECORD IN BREAST STROKE EVENT

Engineers Capture Five Out of Seven Firsts As Basketball Quintet PUSCHIN BREAKS RECORD off-the-meet by breaking by the Technology record in the 220 yard swim. He stayed in front the score of the dive. The scores were testing from the standpoint of both long a time is no more.

The Summary:

- Forrester High Scorer As Beavers Run Wild Against Lowell Textile
-text continues-

- text continues-

- text continues-

FRANK BROTHERS

Buy 4 for $1.00... 10 for $2.50... 36 for $5.00

Permanant Exhibit Shop

352 Abbott Hills, Harvard Sq.

SCHLEHUBER'S

Self-Service Restaurant

197 Mass Ave. (in Post Office Block)

Open until 12 P. M.

3 handy packs for 1¢

fits hand purse and pocket

More for your money and the Peep-wax Peep-wax

Watch winder-free for small sheets upper left corner. Send $1.00

WHERE DO YOU EAT?

CafedeParis

15 HAVILAND STREET

Near Bapilon Street and Back Bay

Is the place where you get full value for your food and service

All Hot Meals

Just thinking of a Fall Course Dinner for 50 Cents Our menus are varied with some choice dishes and good service.

Also a Full Course

Sunday Children Dinner 75 cents

Kilbo's service for Parties
New Child Health Education Is Being Introduced Extensively Into Schools

A child cannot know how to keep himself healthy by memorizing the number of vitamins contained in each fruit and vegetable, according to Prof. C. E. Turner of the Department of Education at Harvard. He adds, "The old-fashioned abstract method of teaching children health just throws the child a span of statistics, and what he needs is a real diet of gross and minute details, added in a way that will motivate him to keep himself healthy." Prof. Turner is conducting a survey to find out what children need to know about health and health care. The project, which is part of a larger effort to improve health education, will involve collecting data from schools and children to identify the most effective ways to teach health. The goal is to create a curriculum that not only teaches children about health but also motivates them to make healthy choices and habits. This will involve teaching children about the importance of regular exercise, proper nutrition, and good hygiene. The project will also help to identify gaps in current health education programs and develop new strategies to address them. The results of the survey will be used to create a comprehensive health curriculum that can be implemented in schools across the country.